Unenhanced T1-and T2-weighted spin-echo, short inversion time inversion recovery (STIR), and gadolinium-DTPA (Gd-DTPA)-enhanced spin-echo and STIR imaging techniques were used in 20 patients as part of a multicenter study to assess the safety and efficacy of Gd-DTPA in spinal imaging. Five patients had normal MR scans. Of those with lesions, both Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo and unenhanced STIR scans improved detection and evaluation of spinal tumors over conventional spin-echo methods, particularly T2-weighted spin echo, by providing higher tissue contrast in shorter imaging times. The Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans were most helpful in evaluating intradural tumors, whereas STIR sequences were most effective for extradural tumors and bone metastases. In most cases, Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans best delineated tumor margins, and the enhancement was helpful in suggesting a cellular or active nature of the lesions. In some cases, the enhancement resulted in a more homogeneous and thus less abnormal-appearing marrow in vertebrae involved by tumor; therefore, a precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo scan is necessary in all patients who are to be studied with Gd-DTPA.
Gadolinium-DTPA (Gd-DTPA) is an effective contrast agent for MR imaging of brain lesions [1] [2] [3] [4] . This is due in part to the blood-brain barrier, which allows enhancement of tumor and other lesions that disrupt this barrier without enhancing the surrounding normal brain. Because Gd-DTPA is distributed throughout the interstitial spaces of tissues outside the brain and spinal cord , MR studies were undertaken to determine whether clinically useful enhancement of tumors in or near the spine would occur.
Various MR sequences have been used to evaluate spinal tumors . Most investigators advocate a combination of T1 -weighted spin-echo and T2-weighted spinecho sequences [5] , but short inversion time inversion recovery (STIR) sequences also have been used [6] . We previously used T1-weighted spin-echo techniques to evaluate patients with bone-marrow malignancies [7 , 8] and recently used a combination of STIR and T1-weighted spin-echo techniques in more than 400 patients with spinal marrow and brain disease [9 , 10] . In the present study, we extended our experience with T1-weighted spin echo and STIR in the evaluation of spinal disease by evaluating the effects of Gd-DTPA.
We obtained T1-and T2-weighted spin-echo and STIR images before and after administration of Gd-DTPA in a multicenter trial to assess the safety and efficacy of Gd-DTPA in spinal MR . The objectives were to determine whether Gd-DTPA improved detection and delineation of spinal tumors , to assess the relative contribution of STIR, and to develop an improved MR protocol for imaging spinal tumors .
Subjects and Methods
Patients were chosen according to the protocol for the multicenter Gd-DTPA drug study under institutional review board approval. Most had known or strongly suspected spinal tumor, as demonstrated by other imaging tests or by prior biopsy. The patients with known primary tumors were thought to have metastatic spinal disease on clinical grounds. Of 20 patients examined , seven had metastatic tumor (prostate , three; breast, two; and colon and lung , one each), four had infiltrative marrow tumor (myeloma, three; lymphoma, one), and four had primary tumors. Two of the latter group had intrathecal ependymomas , one had a giant cell tumor of the sacrum, and one patient with neurofibromatosis had multiple tumors including two meningiomas and four neural tissue tumors. Five patients had normal MR scans . Clinical and surgical follow-up was obtained up to 9 months after examination .
All images were obtained on a 0.15-T MR system: Each patient underwent a precontrast series of sequences consisting of sagittal STIR , 1400/100/36/2,4 (TR/TI/TE/excitations), with a 256 x 128 matrix; T1-weighted spin echo, 600/22/4 (TRITE/excitations), with a 256 x 256 matrix; T2-weighted spin echo, 2000/60/2, with a 256 x 256 matrix ; and axial T1-weighted spin echo, 600/22/4 , with a 256 x 128 matrix. After IV injection of Gd-DTPA (0.1 mmol/kg) the sequences were repeated with the addition of a delayed sagittal T1-weighted spin-echo sequence 1 hr after injection.
Scans were reviewed subjectively by two radiologists to determine for each imaging sequence (1) the relative tissue contrast of tumor as compared with surrounding structures, (2) the distinctness of margins, and (3) whether the detection of the lesion was improved or diminished by the contrast enhancement. Also noted was the detection of additional tumor or adenopathy. Each sequence was evaluated with respect to its usefulness in making the overall diagnosis, in an attempt to determine the best series of sequences for evaluating and/or screening patients with possible spinal tumor.
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Results
The interpretation of our results depends on an understanding of the appearance of normal bone marrow on low-field T1-weighted spin-echo and STIR images. At a field strength of 0.15 T, spinal marrow is reliably and readily imaged with T1-weighted spin-echo techniques because the marrow fat provides a nearly homogeneous, high-intensity signal (see the normal upper and lower vertebral bodies of Fig. 1 A) . Tumor, because of its long T1 , is easily detected as a low-intensity defect in the marrow. Radiation therapy results in replacement of red marrow by yellow marrow and consequent uniformly increased signal, as shown on the nontumor areas of the middle vertebral bodies in Figure 1 A.
Gd-DTPA enhancement, because it shortens T1, shows tumor as increased intensity on T1-weighted spin-echo scans ( Fig. 1 B) . The effects of Gd-DTPA on T2-weighted spin-echo and STIR images are, in general, less pronounced and are discussed below.
STIR suppresses the signal from fat and shows the normal vertebral bodies as low intensity (Fig. 1 C) . Tumor has high intensity and is easily detected against the low-intensity surroundings but not when it is adjacent to the high-intensity intervertebral disks and the CSF. Irradiated marrow has a lower intensity than normal marrow on STIR (Fig . 1 C) .
Unenhanced and Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spinecho scans and unenhanced STIR scans provided high tissue contrast in short imaging times and were effective in detecting spinal tumors. The relative effectiveness of each sequence depended on tumor type and location. Table 1 describes the regions of clinical spinal involvement and additional abnormalities identified. Table 2 lists the subjective comparison for each imaging sequence (T1-and T2-weighted spin echo and STIR) of (1) the relative tissue contrast of tumor as compared A, Precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo image, 600/22, shows tumor replacement of marrow at T1 and T8 resulting in low-intensity appearance. Remaining marrow of T7 and that of T5, T6, and T9 shows radiation therapy-induced yellow marrow conversion. Tumor was easily detected but compression of thecal sac was difficult to assess owing to low intensity of both tumor and CSF, S, After Gd-DTPA, an identical T1-weighted spin-echo sequence shows partial enhancement of tumor and better delineation of its posterior margins. C, Unenhanced short TI inversion recovery image, 1400/100/36. Note high contrast between tumor and irradiated marrow of vertebral bodies. Margin between tumor and ventral thecal sac is evident, showing that ventral thecal sac was not indented. Note.-Imaging studies are listed in the order of the most to the least effective. Sequences not listed were less effective. IR = precontrast short inversion time inversion recovery; Gd = Gd-DTPA-enhanced Tl-weighted spin echo; Tl = unenhanced Tl-weighted spin echo; T2 = unenhanced T2-weighted spin echo; T2Gd = Gd-DTPA-enhanced T2-weighted spin echo; GdD = delayed Gd-DTPA-enhanced Tl-weighted spin echo; lAC = internal auditory canal.
e Tumor masking was detected only on unenhanced Tl-weighted spin-echo images. + 1 = minimal enhancement; +2 = definitely enhanced but distinguishable as abnormal ; 3+ = enhanced to appear similar to adjacent structure. A, Precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo scan, 600/22, reveals wide laminectomy from previous surgery. Soft tissue fills thecal sac from L3-L4 through S2 .
B, Short TI inversion recovery image, 1400/100/36, shows enlargement of thecal sac and several areas of increased intensity w[thin. Mass is not clearly defined because CSF and mass are of similar high intensity.
C, Delayed postcontrast T1 -weighted spin-echo scan, 600/22, shows focal enhancement at L4 and at S1-S2. Remaining areas of intrathecal material do not enhance more than other tissues. Because there was only mild progression of symptoms and surgery would be difficult in this previously resected and irradiated area, surgical proof is not yet available. A, Precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo scan, 600/22, shows L5 marrow replacement and compression. Ventral compression of thecal sac is not easily seen because involved vertebral body is of similar intensity to CSF. Extensive periaortic adenopathy is also identified (arrows).
B, Post-Gd-DTPA T1-weighted spin-echo scan, 600/22, shows partial enhancement of L5, clearly delineating infiltrated bone from CSF. Enhancement of periaortic adenopathy is evident.
C, Precontrast short TI inversion-recovery image, 1400/100/36, easily shows collapsed vertebral body, but discrimination from CSF is poor. Periaortic adenopathy has very high tissue contrast with respect to surrounding fat. Also, ascites (arrow) is posterior to bladder. with surrounding tissues , (2) the distinctness of tumor margins, and (3) the degree to which Gd-DTPA enhanced the tumor to an intensity similar to that of adjacent tissues or normal marrow. In general , STIR produced the highest contrast between tumor and surrounding structures (Fig . 1) , except for tumors within or adjacent to the CSF. T1-weighted spin-echo scans also were highly effective in detecting lesions within the bone. Tumor within the thecal sac or adjacent CSF was best seen on Gd-DTPA-enhanced scans (Fig . 2) .
Tumor margins were usually best shown by the Gd-DTPAenhanced scans (Fig. 3) . Only the Gd-DTPA scans were capable of showing enhancement suggesting a vascularized character of the tumor, but in our study this enhancement was not specific for active tumor. For example, in two patients with myeloma (cases 9 and 10), in two patients with prostate carcinoma (cases 2 and 3), and in one patient with breast carcinoma metastasis (case 7), the lesions were quiescent (as evidenced by lack of clinical progression) and showed mild enhancement. In the patient with giant cell tumor (case 14), A, Precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo scan, 600/22, shows involvement of Sl , S2, and adjacent thecal sac by soft-tissue mass. Previous laminectomy is evident.
B, Precontrast T2-weighted spin-echo scan, 2000/60, reveals sacral lesion plus high-intensity area posterior to thecal sac.
C, Post-Gd-DTPA T1-weighted spin-echo scan, 600/22, shows enhancement of most of sacral lesion with nonenhancing central areas. Note clear delineation of margins of lesion dorsal to thecal sac. 0, Postcontrast short TI inversion recovery scan, 1400/100/36, depicts sacral lesion and complex dorsal fluid collection with very high tissue contrast. Because symptoms did not progress, no surgery was performed. Follow-up scan 9 months later showed no change, suggesting quiescent tumor or posttherapy tissue with high water content. Appearance on short TI inversion recovery scan is not compatible with typical scar tissue, which is low intensity on this sequence. Lesion dorsal to spine presumably represents postsurgical complex fluid collection. Urine in bladder is low intensity due to T1 and T2 shortening, making bladder wall visible. c there was dense enhancement in the involved sacral bodies and the surrounding soft-tissue mass (Fig . 4) . The composition of this mass in the site of previous resection and radiation of a giant cell tumor is not known because the patient had few and stable clinical symptoms, and biopsy was not indicated . A follow-up scan at 9 months showed no interval change. The best explanation for this latter case is quiescent cellular material; the high intensity on STIR argues against scar tissue or fibrosis because both of these are normally of low intensity on STIR.
In 10 of the 15 cases , the administration of Gd-DTPA caused less tissue contrast between the tumor and surrounding tissues by enhancing the tumor toward the intensity of marrow fat, abdominal fat, or other paraspinous structures. However, this was considered to be minimal (+ 1) in seven of these 10 cases . Only in one myeloma patient (case 8, Fig . 5 ) was the marrow tumor completely obscured (+3). The potential for masking was highest for infiltrative spinal marrow tumor (three of four cases). Some degree of obscuration (+1 D or +2) occurred in most of the spinal metastases (six of seven cases) and was only seen on T1-weighted spin-echo scans. Little if any enhancement of the spinal lesions occurred on T2-weighted spin-echo and STIR scans.
The additional findings (see Table 1 STIR and on postcontrast T1-weighted spin-echo scans. Enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo and unenhanced STIR images were complementary in screening the patient with neurofibromatosis; STIR was best for extradural lesions (Fig . 6 ) and enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans were best for intradural lesions. Postcontrast T2-weighted spin-echo scans c A, Precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo image, 600/22, shows inhomogeneous low intensity of marrow of multiple vertebral bodies, most severe at L4 with resultant compression .
B, Precontrast short TI inversion recovery image, 1400/100/36, reveals multiple areas of abnormality, especially at L4. Such high intensity was seen from T1 to S2, indicating involvement of most of spine.
C, Post-Gd-DTPA T1-weighted spin-echo scan, 600/22, shows diffuse enhancement of all vertebral bodies and nearly normal appearance of marrow, obscuring underlying disease. A , Precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo scan, 600/22. To left of neural foramina is rounded soft-tissue abnormality (arrow), seen.only in retrospect. B, Post-Gd-DTPA T1-weighted spin-echo image, 600/22, shows enhancement of lesion. C, Short TI inversion recovery image clearly demonstrates neuroma against low-intensity background of muscle and suppressed fat.
were of limited use but were helpful in the diagnosis of one of the ependymomas (case 13) and of a schwannoma of the neck (case 15). Adenopathy was best seen on precontrast STIR and T1-weighted spin-echo scans because, after contrast administration, lymph nodes had an intensity similar to abdominal fat and enhancing interstitial tissue (case 1, Fig. 3) .
Two patients experienced transient warmth at the injection site. None of the patients had any long-term adverse effects.
Discussion
Contrast enhancement depends on both blood flow to the lesion and uptake of the contrast material. The ability to detect the lesion further depends on the enhancement of the lesion and on the relative enhancement of adjacent structures as shown on the particular MR sequence. Because gadolinium shortens both T1 and T2, it affects T1-and T2-weighted spinecho and STIR images. However, the greatest enhancement is seen on T1-weighted spin-echo images. This also has been the experience of other investigators.
The Gd-DTPA scans showed intense enhancement of two lesions but only mild diffuse enhancement of the others . All 19 lesions enhanced to some degree. The enhancement or lack thereof was considered helpful in metastatic tumors , diffuse marrow malignancies, and primary tumor for both identification and characterization . In two cases of treated myeloma, two of prostate metastases, and one of breast metastases, the enhancement was detectable only by computerized signal-intensity measurements, presumably reflecting inactive or effectively treated disease with low cellularity and/or vascularity . Lack of uptake on radionuclide bone scans in myeloma and in quiescent metastatic lesions after successful radiation or chemotherapy is well known [11] . This may also occur in Gd-DTPA-enhanced scans. The delayed T1-weighted spin-echo scans showed a gradual change in the enhancement, resulting in a more diffuse appearance of the enhanced lesions; the delayed scan was considered helpful in only one case (case 13). On T2-weighted spin-echo and STIR scans, both T1 and T2 effects occur and the enhancement depends on the relative contribution of these effects. Positive enhancement (i .e., higher intensity) on T2-weighted spin-echo scans was seen in a few cases, notably the ependymomas and one of the schwannomas, but was usually minimal. STIR also showed no or minimal change from precontrast scans of the spinal abnormalities. However, negative enhancement occurred in the urine within the bladder, a finding that may eventually assist in evaluating bladder-wall neoplasms (Fig . 4C) .
Because of the dissimilar appearance of tumor and marrow on unenhanced T1-weighted spin-echo and STIR scans , these sequences were expected to be best in identifying marrow tumor. Tumor within or adjacent to CSF was best shown on the Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans as anticipated. We found the STIR sequence showed the highest contrast between tumor and surrounding structures for lesions outside the thecal sac and not adjacent to CSF, because tumor was seen as high intensity and the signal of paraspinous and marrow fat was suppressed . Un enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans easily showed lesions within the bone marrow as low intensity compared with the normal high-intensity marrow; they were much less sensitive in demonstrating lesions elsewhere because of low soft-tissue contrast. This parallels our previous experience in imaging spinal tumors [7, 8] . Gd-DTPA enhanced the marrow tumors only slightly and , in the case of diffuse marrow disease, often masked the lesions. However, because the enhancement sharpened the tumor margins, particularly in areas adjacent to low-intensity anulus or CSF , it complemented the precontrast images.
Lesions within the canal (and the schwannomas) were identified more easily with Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1 -weighted spin-echo scans because the enhanced lesions were adjacent to the low-intensity CSF. In addition , these lesions may enhance more than tumor infiltration of the marrow does. This superiority of Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans over other methods for demonstrating intrathecal lesions has been shown by others [12] . In three patients (cases 12, 13, and 15), postcontrast T2-weighted spin-echo imaging provided high tissue contrast.
Delineation of tumor margins depends on the spatial resolution of the scan and the contrast with respect to adjacent structures. Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo or, in some cases, unenhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans showed the best delineation of the margins of lesions. The margins of intrathecal tumor were best defined on enhanced T1 -weighted spin echo. Similarly, the margins of tumor confined to the bone but adjacent to the low-intensity CSF, anulus , and paraspinous ligaments were best seen on the enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans. Despite the 128 x 256 matrix used on the STIR sequences to shorten imaging time, margins were occasionally shown best on STIR because of the very high tissue contrast.
Because the marrow is normally of high intensity on T1-weighted spin-echo scans, Gd-DTPA enhancement can make marrow tumor more difficult to detect. When partial obscuration occurred , the delayed scans showed a more diffuse effect, making the lesion even more difficult to identify. Such lesions will not be missed, provided a precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo scan is also obtained. The even higher sensitivity of STIR images also effectively eliminates the possibility of missing macroscopic marrow involvement by tumor. When contrast-induced lesion masking occurs, the identification of the tumor margins against the thecal sac or other structures complements findings on precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo or STIR images.
Various sequences were helpful in evaluating additional tumor or adenopathy. The effectiveness of a particular sequence was largely dependent on whether the additional lesion was within the bone or surrounded by fat, in which case T1-weighted spin-echo or STIR images were best; or whether the lesion was in the intrathecal or extras pinal soft tissues , in which case either Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo or precontrast STIR scans were most effective. Adenopathy enhanced diffusely on T1-weighted spin-echo scans , but this made the abnormality more difficult to distinguish from normal fat.
In this preliminary study, intrathecal and primary solid tu-AJNR :9, September/October 1988 mors were best imaged by a combination of unenhanced and enhanced T1-weighted spin-echo scans. Metastases to bone and diffuse marrow involvement by myeloma and lymphoma were most effectively identified and characterized on unenhanced T1-weighted spin-echo and unenhanced STI R images. Lesions surrounded by CSF were best detected with Gd-DTPA-enhanced T1-weighted spin echo. While other results may be obtained by imaging at different field strengths, we believe our general conclusions will be supported by larger investigations. We suggest the most effective imaging sequences for imaging spinal neoplasms are a combination of unenhanced T1-weighted spin echo, unenhanced STIR, and enhanced T1-weighted spin echo; T2-weighted spin-echo images may be of occasional use and should be included as indicated.
